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TCR heads for the UK
Plans for a TCR series in the UK have taken a major step forward this week with the
MSA’s Motor Racing Championship Control Panel giving its outline approval to a TCR UK
championship in 2018. Full details have yet to be announced, but it’s envisaged that the
series will be made up of 6 or 7 rounds with each event consisting of two races. The series
will be run by the British Racing and Sports Car Club (BRSCC), which already coordinates a number of high-profile championships across the UK.
The UK series will join a list of championships around the world that have adopted the
TCR sporting and technical regulations. In 2018, that list will be further enriched – amongst
others – by TCR UK and the TCR class within the IMSA Continental Tire SportsCar
Challenge series in the USA.
The success of the TCR concept can also be measured by the list of eligible cars that
includes the SEAT León, Volkswagen Golf GTI, Audi RS 3 LMS, Honda Civic Type-R,
Opel Astra, Alfa Romeo Giulietta, Subaru WRX STi, Peugeot 308 Racing Cup, Kia cee’d
and Ford Focus, while Hyundai has already started the homologation process for its i30 N
TCR.
The TCR concept was announced in 2014, with the TCR International Series now in its
third season. The idea behind TCR is to revive interest in Touring Car racing around the
world, controlling costs and enabling teams to use the same cars to contest national,
regional and international championships. The concept is the brainchild of Marcello Lotti,
the CEO of WSC Ltd.
Marcello Lotti commented: “I am delighted that a TCR UK championship becomes the
latest addition to our already large family of TCR series worldwide. This is a particularly
important achievement, because the UK remains the reference country for motorsport due
to its concentration of engineering companies, teams and professional people. We are
confident that the new series will be successful thanks to the long-standing British tradition
for motorsport in general, with particular enthusiasm for the various Touring Car
categories.”
Jonathan Ashman, the Promoter of TCR UK, added: “I have worked with
Marcello Lotti since the TCR concept was launched, especially with regard to the
arrangements with Formula One Management. This new adventure with TCR UK brings
me back to my previous experience as a Touring Car promoter, which gives me plenty of
motivation to repeat the earlier success. I’m also especially pleased to have an
experienced and professional management team alongside me.”
Teams and drivers requiring further information about the TCR UK series should contact
info@tcrgbr.co.uk.

	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  

